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Enhanced cross-magnetic-field diffusion of test particles in pure ion plasmas has been measured.
The ion plasma is contained in a Penning-Malmberg trap for weeks near thermodynamic
equilibrium, characterized by rigid rotation and uniform density and temperature. Plasma expansion
and loss is suppressed by a ‘‘rotating wall’’ technique, i.e., a weak electrostatic potential rotating
faster than the plasma. Test particle transport is then measured even though there is zero net
transport, in a regime where neutral collisions are negligible. The observed test particle transport is
diffusive, i.e., proportional to the gradient of the test particle concentration. The measured diffusion
coefficients scale asnT21/2B22 over a range of 40 in density, 50 in temperature, and 5 in magnetic
field. This diffusion is about ten times greater than predicted by classical collisional theory, which
describes velocity-scattering collisions with impact parametersr&r c . The enhanced transport is
thought to be due to non-velocity-scattering ‘‘E3B drift’’ collisions with r c,r&lD . Initial
estimates of diffusion due to these long-range collisions are three times less than the measurements,
and substantial theory questions remain. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cross-magnetic-field test particle transport is an ac
area of plasma theory and experiment; important quest
are collisions versus wave-induced, and the range of the
teraction. Classical Boltzmann theory describes ion trans
in terms of short-range velocity scattering collisions, w
impact parameters less than the cyclotron radiusr,r c .
Long-range ‘‘E3B drift’’ collision theory considers impac
parametersr c,r&lD . Obviously, in a non-neutral plasm
wherelD.r c ~due to the Brillouin limit!, long-range inter-
actions may play an important role. Also, they may be i
portant for heat transport in a neutral plasma where the
clotron radius of the electron isr ce,lD .

Experimentally, there has been substantial effort to m
sure test ion cross-magnetic field transport. In the field
basic plasma physics, important progress has been mad
ter the principle demonstration of optical tagging of ions
Sternet al.1 Experiments using optical tagging show clas
cal diffusion of ions in a Q-machine.2 Fasoliet al.3 changed
background pressure to modify the distribution functi
f (v) and explained the measured test-particle transpor
terms of classical diffusion with aB22 scaling of the diffu-
sive process. They also suggest that in the presence of s
parallel flow, the diffusion process may be replaced
convection.4

In fusion plasmas, measurements of tritium parti
transport have been reported by Efthimionet al.,5 with tri-
tium density inferred from the neutron emissivity. They c
culate tritium fluxes as functions of time, thus obtaining d
fusion and convection coefficients. They found that t

*Paper 5IA2, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.41, 1477~1996!.
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convective term is generally small; but a direct comparis
of the diffusion coefficient with theory is difficult due to th
complexity of the fusion device.

Other work focuses on velocity-space diffusion, oft
referred to as Fokker-Planck diffusion. Experimental wo
performed in Q-machines and gas discharge have shown
sonable agreement with the predictions of Fokker-Pla
theory.6 A special case is the measurement of the anisotro
temperature relaxation in a magnetized pure elect
plasma,7 which was found to be in precise agreement w
Fokker-Planck theory. One secondary result of the pres
research is to establish that collisional temperature iso
pization in pure ion plasmas is quantitatively predicted
Fokker-Planck theory.

According to theory, bulk transport~as opposed to test
particle diffusion! may be greatly enhanced by long ran
interactions; even though the effect of long rangeE3B drift
collision is subtle on the diffusion of test particles, it can le
to orders of magnitude increase in the viscosity and cha
the magnetic field scaling. According to calculations8 based
on Boltzmann theory, the viscosity scales asB24, while as
long rangeE3B drift collisions9 predictB22, and long range
two-dimensional~2D! interaction theory10 scales asB21.
Measurement of bulk viscous transport in pure electron p
mas scales11 asB21.

We report in this paper experiments to quantify the
long-range collisional interactions in a quiescent magnes
ion plasma contained in a Penning-Malmberg trap12 near
thermal equilibrium. Bulk plasma expansion is suppres
by a weak ‘‘rotating wall,’’ i.e., an electrostatic potential o
the wall rotating faster than the plasma.13 Test particle trans-
port is then measured even though there is zero net trans
Ions are tagged by spin orientation, and the slow cross fi
o
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diffusion of these test particles is accurately measured u
Laser Induced Fluorescence~LIF!.

The measured diffusion is about ten times greater t
predicted by classical theory of diffusion due to velocit
scattering collisions.14 Further, the scaling is the same exce
for small logarithmic corrections: the measured diffusion c
efficients scale approximately asnT21/2B22 over a range of
40 in densityn, 50 in temperatureT, and 5 in magnetic field
B. Simultaneous measurements of thermal isotropization
tablish that velocity-space scatterings are not anomalo
large.

This enhanced diffusion is probably due to long-ran
‘‘ E3B drift’’ collisions. Present calculations of this en
hanced test-particle diffusion are about three times lar
than classical, i.e., three times smaller than the meas
ments. However, the diffusion from these long-range co
sions depends on long-time correlations between the p
tions of individual ions, and thus is quite sensitive to sm
effects which perturb the ion trajectories. We believe t
further theory effort is required to fully understand the
subtle collisions.

II. APPARATUS

The cylindrically symmetric ion trap is shown schema
cally in Fig. 1. The electrodes are contained in an ultra-h
vacuum chamberP5331029 Torr ~97% H2). The ions are
created by a metal vacuum vapor arc source~MEVVA !,15

then injected into the trap by lowering briefly the positi
potential of one end cylinder. Free electrons are ejected
ally. Radial confinement is provided by a uniform magne
field (B<4 T! created by a superconductive coil, which b
itself would give a plasma loss time oftL<2000 s. The
losses are essentially suppressed by applying a ‘‘rota
wall’’ signal to eight insulated wall patches.13 This rotating
field, varying aseimu2 ivt with m51, adds angular momen
tum and energy to the plasma, balancing the drag and en
loss from magnetic field asymmetries and collisions w
neutrals. The inside electrode radius isRw5 2.86 cm; the
plasma dimensions are typically 0.4 cm&r p&0.9 cm and
Lp.10 cm. Typically, 33108 ions are confined for weeks

The central electrode has been cut out to let a laser b
perpendicular to the magnetic field intersect the plasma. S

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the cylindrical ion trap, with perpendicu
and parallel laser beams and LIF detector. A ‘‘rotating wall’’ drive appli
to the segmented electrode gives steady-state confinement.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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holes~not shown in Fig. 1! allow the laser induced fluores
cence to be detected from the perpendicular or para
beam.16

A continuous~CW! laser was chosen based on signal-
noise considerations and for optimum velocity resolutio
Transition from the ground state 3s2S1/2 to the lowest ex-
cited states (3p2P1/2 or 3p

2P3/2) of a Mg
1 ion are in the 280

nm range. Such wavelengths are obtained by frequency d
bling of a CW ring dye laser. We use a Bergquist schem17

A nonlinear crystal~Beta Barium Metaborate ‘‘BBO,’’ 3 mm
33 mm35 mm! in an external doubling cavity converts th
tuneable beam~560 nm,&1 W! into an ultraviolet beam
~280 nm,&20 mW! with a bandwidth of 1 MHz. The ring
doubling cavity is stabilized by a feedback loop using
error signal created by a polarized sensitive detector.

The plasma density, temperature, and rotation velo
profiles are obtained from a;0.5 mW beam which is
scanned across the plasma, with a detection volume
1 mm233 mm (DxDzDy). At each radial position, the fre
quency of the laser is scanned 60 GHz across
32S1/2→32P3/2 ‘‘cyclone’’ transition of Mg

1 in 1.7 s, giving
141 frequency bins of 10 ms with a 2 msdwell time between
each bin. This gives theu-averaged ion velocity distribu
tion; and the densityn(r ), temperatureT(r ), and total
rotation velocity v tot(r ) are obtained by fitting to a shif
ted Maxwellian distribution. This weak diagnostic bea
applies negligible torque on the plasma. The plasma
near-Maxwellian, since perturbations are weak compa
to the ion-ion velocity scattering raten i i[(16Ap/15)
3nb2v̄ ln(rc /b)'~0.1/s!T23/2(n/106), where v̄[(T/M )1/2,
b[e2/T, andr c[ v̄/(eB/Mc).

Figure 2 shows density, temperature, and rotation
locities for an ion plasma that has been confined for 22 ho
with B54 T. We estimate the total confined charge de
sity asnq(r )5an(r ), with a obtained from the measure
rotation velocity. Specifically, we fitv tot(r )5(c/B)@E(r )
2¹(nT)/ne] with ¹•E(r )54penq(r ). As can be seen
from Fig. 2, the diamagnetic term is quite small at low te

r

FIG. 2. ~a! Measured Mg1 densityn(r ) and temperatureT(r ), with inferred
total charge densitynq(r ). ~b! Measured fluid rotationVtot(r ) and calculated
diamagnetic rotation rateVdia .
1553Anderegg et al.



’
FIG. 3. The three steps used to measure test particle transport. First all spins are aligned parallel to B (M j521/2); then test particles are locally ‘‘tagged’
to M j511/2; finally test particles are non-destructively detected. Also shown are the relevant energy levels of Mg1.
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peratures, so the total fluid rotation velocity is close to
E3B rotation velocity, and determination ofa is straightfor-
ward. ForT.1022 eV, there is negligible centrifugal sepa
ration of the ion species present in the trap.18 For this
plasma, about 75% of the charge is Mg1, with MgHn

1 prob-
ably constituting most of the remainder. The ion plasma
axial lengthLp'10 cm, and individual ions bounce axiall
at a rate f b[ v̄/2Lp'3 kHz for average thermal energ
T50.1 eV.

The ion plasmas tend to cool to about 0.05 eV due
collisions with neutrals, as shown in Fig. 2. We can incre
the ion temperature either by ion cyclotron resonan
heating19 from anm51 voltage applied to wall sectors, or b
compressional heating from anm50 voltage applied to an
end cylinder. Both techniques were used in the data p
sented here, with no noticeable differences in the resul
test particle transport.

The ion spin orientation is used to ‘‘tag’’ the te
particles. Electronic ion spin orientation has been shown
be a robust technique to label test particles.20 The ground
state of Mg1 is a 32S1/2 state. In a magnetic field, th
spin orientation can beM j511/2 or 21/2; and the differ-
ence of energy between these two states is very s
(4.631024 eV at 4 T!. Nevertheless, measurements indic
that the ion spin polarization is robust, degrading with a ti
constant 104,ts,10 s for 0.05 eV<T< 5 eV. This is
longer than the time required for the tagged ions to diffu
radially.

Three steps are used to measure test particle trans
they are graphically represented in Fig. 3.

~A! Reset. The plasma is completely polarized into
S1/2
M j521/2 state by direct optical pumping with a beam tun

to S1/2
M j511/2→P3/2

M j521/2 transition. This beam is perpendicu
1554 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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lar to the magnetic field and passes through the center of
plasma. It is left on for a long time~10 s! to ensure that all
ions have passed through the beam due to their bounce
rotation motion and interact resonantly with it.

~B! Tag. The spin of particles at a chosen radial posit
r t is reversed by direct optical pumping with a parallel bea
tuned toS1/2

M j521/2→P3/2
M j511/2. The tagging beam is left on

for many rotations of the plasma and also for many bou
periods to ensure that most ions are pumped; typically 50
are required to locally tag more than 80% of ions into t
S1/2
M j511/2 state.

~C! Search. The density of tagged particles at a cho
search position,nt(r s ,t), is measured non-destructivel
with a perpendicular beam tuned to the peak of the ‘‘c
clone’’ transitionS1/2

M j511/2→P3/2
M j513/2 which decays only to

S1/2
M j511/2. This transition does not change~to first order ap-

proximation! the population of the states which are bei
probed. However, ‘‘sideband’’ excitation of other transitio
due to the Lorentzian wings of the laser frequency spectr
will create optical pumping. This effect is crucial for las
cooling experiments,21 but unwanted in our case. To avoi
it, the search beam is weak and is on less than 10% of
time; also, high magnetic field helps to minimize sideba
pumping.

III. RESULTS

The test particle densitynt is recorded as a function o
time at a fixed search radiusr s ; Fig. 4 shows nt at
r s520.52 cm versus timet, from just after the tagging to
15 s. The timet50 is defined as when the 50 ms taggin
pulse starts. For each data point, the LIF signal is measu
for 40 ms at the peak of the distribution function. From
Anderegg et al.
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regular LIF frequency scan determiningT(r ) and the non-
resonant background, the LIF data is then converted
nt(r s ,t). Also shown in Fig. 4 are the3’s representing a
case where no ions have been tagged, indicating the w
effect of spontaneous spin flips and sideband pumping. T
measurement allows us to determine a rate of spin depo
ization ts , which will be used later in Eq.~1! to correct for
this unwanted effect.

The experiment cycle~Reset-Tag-Search! is repeated for
31 positionsr s , giving nt(r ,t). Figure 5 shows three tes
particle profilesnt(r ,t) at t5 50 ms, 6 s, and 15 s visuall
showing radial diffusion towardsnt /n5constant; here, the
tagging beam position wasr t5 0.5 cm.

From the measured quantitiesn(r ), T(r ), nt(r ,t), ts ,
the fluxes of test particlesG t can be calculated as

FIG. 4. Concentration of test particlesnt /n versus time at search positio
r s520.52 cm; the tag beam was located atr t50.5 cm. Also shown is
nt /n in the absence of tagging, showing slow spin flip from collisions a
sideband pumping.

FIG. 5. ~a! Measured densityn(r ) and temperatureT(r ) from collisions and
for the heated plasma used in Figs. 4–7.~b! Measured test particle densit
nt(r ,t)/n(r ) at three times, showing radial diffusion towardsnt /n
5constant.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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G t~r ,t !52
1

r E0
r

dxx
]

]t
nt~x,t !

1E
0

r

dxx
2nt~x,t !2n~x!

ts~x!
. ~1!

The second term corrects for the slow spontaneous spin
at the separately measured ratets

21 . With this correction, the
total number of tagged particles is conserved to within 10
This flux is then compared to a transport model includi
both local diffusion coefficientD(r ) and u-averaged radial
convection velocityVr(r ):

G t~r ,t !52D~r !n~r !
]

]r

nt~r ,t !

n~r !
1Vr~r !nt~r ,t !. ~2!

The diffusion term of Eq.~2! is proportional to the relative
concentration of test particlesnt /n; this can be obtained
from the rigorous two-species derivation of Longmire a
Rosenbluth~Ref. 22!. There will be no flux of test particles
when the test particles are fully mixed andnt /n has no gra-
dient, even thoughnt andn will still have gradients.

Figure 6 shows the radial dependence of the fl
G t(r ,t53 s) and the gradientn(r )]/]r (nt(r )/n(r )). Both
curves exhibit the same radial dependence, indicating
the flux G t is proportional to the gradient of the relativ

FIG. 6. FluxG t(r ) and gradient2n]/]r (nt /n) at t53 s; the two curves
have similar radial dependence, showing flux proportional to the gradie

FIG. 7. Measured normalized test particle fluxG t /nt versus normalized tes
particle gradient (n/nt)(]/]r )(nt /n), showing Fick’s law of diffusion, for
the evolution of Figs. 4–7.
1555Anderegg et al.
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concentration of test particles (]/]rnt /n). Note that the data
for Figs. 4–7 come from a single data set from tagging w
r t50.5 cm andB54 T.

Figure 7 shows the measured normalized fluxG t /nt ver-
sus the measured normalized gradient (n/nt)(]/]r )(nt /n)
for one particular radiusr s50.318 cm. The different points
represent different times in the evolution. The straight line
to the data givesD(r s)53.331023 cm2/s and Vr(r s)
521.431024 cm/s. We obtainVr(r )50 to experimental
accuracy; this is to be expected, since these test particle
transported exactly the same as all other ions, and the
densityn(r ) is independent of time, with no bulk radial flow
Similarly, with nt /n[bg(r ), Eq. ~2! shows thatG t /nt de-
pends only on the profileg(r ) but not the absolute magn
tudeb; therefore Eq.~2! is valid even fornt /n5O(1). Fig-
ure 7 shows normalized flux proportional to normaliz
gradient over a range of 20~Fick’s law!, indicating that
higher powers of the gradient are not important here. N
that (r2u) convective cells in the plasma column would st
showVr(r )50, due to theu-averaged nature of the measur
ment, but could give a deviation from the straight line
Fig. 7 due to the non-locality of the process. However, c
vective cells would exhibit different density, temperatu
and magnetic field scaling than that for collisional diffusi
described below.

Figure 8 shows the measured diffusion coefficientsD for
densities 13106 cm23,n,43107 cm23 ~from different
r s and from different plasmas!, for 0.05,T,3 eV ~from
auxiliary heating!, and for magnetic fields 0.8,B,4 T. The
diffusion coefficients are normalized bynqB

22ln(lD /rc), for
comparison to classical andE3B drift collisional theories
described below. Over a wide range of temperatures, the
is about ten times greater than expected from classical c
sions alone (Dii

classshown by solid lines!. This enhanced dif-
fusion does not seem to be caused by the ‘‘rotating wa
which keeps the ion cloud in steady-state: the open sym
of Fig. 8 were obtained with the rotating wall signal turn
off during the test particle evolution. The ‘‘rotating wall’’ is
balancing weak bulk transport due to field asymmetries
collisions with neutral atoms, which occurs on a ‘‘loss’’ tim

FIG. 8. Measured test particle diffusion coefficientsD normalized to
nqB

22ln(lD /rc) versus temperatureT. Theory curves show classical diffu
sion Dii

class, estimates ofE3B drift diffusion Dii
E3B , and diffusion from

neutral collisionsDiN , for the range of densities observed.
1556 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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scale of tL;1000 s, whereas the measured test part
transport times are 1 s to 30 s. We thus believe that
rotating wall fields are too weak to have a significant infl
ence on test particle transport.

IV. ANALYSIS

Classical transport theory describes steps in the posi
of an ion guiding center due to collisional scattering of t
ion velocity vector, arising from binary ion-ion collision
with impact parametersr in the rangeb,r,r c . Here
b[e2/T5(1.44 nm)T21 is the classical distance of close
approach, andr c[ v̄/Vc5(500 mm)T1/2B21 is the cyclo-
tron orbit radius. The predicted classical diffusion coefficie
is22

Dii
class5

5

4 S 16Ap

15
nb2v̄ lnL D r c2[ 5

4
n i i r c

2 . ~3!

Here n i i'(0.10 s21)T23/2(n/106) is the ion-ion
momentum-transfer collision rate, with Coulomb logarith
lnL5 ln(rc /b) for a magnetized plasma,23 giving
Dii
class'(3.13 1024 cm2/s)T21/2B22(n/106). The range of

Dii
class scaled by@nqln(lD /rc)#

21B2 is shown by the solid
curves in Fig. 8; the range arises from the ln(lD /rc) normal-
ization which is not in classical theory. Of course, classi
ion velocity scatterings from ion-neutral collisions can al
give ion diffusion, but this coefficientDiN'n iNr c

2

' (2.431024 cm2/s)(T1/210.5)TB22 is negligible at low
pressure and temperature~dotted lines!. Here, the second
term is due to the fact that the neutrals are not at rest and
they are presumed to be H2; the contribution due to the
plasma rotation is negligible. Also,DiN does not depend on
the ion density and has very different temperature scalin

This enhanced test particle diffusion is observed ev
though measurements of velocity-space isotropization
these plasmas agree closely with classical theory. We h
induced anisotropies betweenTi and T' , and measured
the relaxation ofTi(t) and T'(t) to a common final tem-
perature T. Collisional theory predicts (d/dt)(T'2T)

FIG. 9. Measured velocity-space isotropization raten'0 compared to the
prediction of theory, with no adjustable parameters. The insert show
typical Ti2T' measurement, with anisotropy maintained untilt52 s, then
exponential relaxation toTi5T' .
Anderegg et al.
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52 n'0(T'2T), with relaxation raten'051.5n i i53n'i .
Figure 9 shows the measured velocity scattering ratesn'0

and the Fokker-Planck prediction,7 with no adjustable pa-
rameters. Thus, there are no anomalously large veloc
scattering collisions causing the enhanced test-particle d
sion. Experimentally, this result also indicates that
density calibration is correct.

Long-range ‘‘E3B drift’’ collisions9,24 with impact pa-
rametersr in the ranger c,r,lD are the most likely expla-
nation for the enhanced test particle diffusion. Two ions
field lines separated byDr&lD with small relative axial
velocity will interact for a long time, and willE3B drift due
to their mutual interaction field, even though there is no s
nificant scattering of the velocity vectors. A simple estima
of the drifts evaluated on unperturbed orbits gives a diffus
coefficient

Dii
E3B52Apnb2v̄r c

2lnS lD

r c
D lnS v̄

Dvz
D . ~4!

The minimum relative axial velocityDvz that can be
sustained by two ions is limited by velocity-scattering co
sions and by rotational shear.9 Diffusion of vz from small-
angle scatterings gives (Dvz)

25n i i v̄
2t, and the interaction

time t is set by (Dvz)t'lD , giving v̄/Dvz'(vp /n i i )
1/3.

Alternately, shear in the cross-field drift motion of ions sep
rated radially bylD may limit the interaction time, giving
v̄/Dvz'(2lD /r c)u f E /r (]/]r ) f Eu.

An estimate forDii
E3B1Dii

classwith Dvz limited by colli-
sions is shown by the two dashed lines on Fig. 8. Since
density enters Eq.~4! asnln(n21/2), it can not be completely
scaled out in Fig. 8, and the two dashed curves represen
density extremes of the data, i.e.,n513106 cm23 and
43107 cm23. For these plasmas the shear limitation is ge
erally negligible. The enhancement of the diffusion due
these long-range collisions is proportional to ln(lD /rc); thus,
at low magnetic field and large density,Dii

E3B may be
smaller thanDii

class. Since ions may ‘‘E3B collide’’ for
longer than an axial bounce time, the diffusion could depe
on the plasma length; the3 ’s in Fig. 8 are for shorter plas
mas, suggesting that end effects are not important in
enhanced diffusion.

The magnetic field dependence of the enhancemen
diffusion is shown in Fig. 10. Here, we have subtract
Dii
class from the measuredD, and normalized the differenc

by T21/2nqln(lD /rc)ln(v̄/Dvz), where ln(v̄/Dvz) is taken to be
limited by collisions. The normalized difference is then fit
aBb, giving a5(1.060.2)31024 and b521.960.1; for
comparison, Eq.~4! gives a53.6731025 and b522.
Thus, the magnetic field dependence of the enhanced d
sion is consistent with estimates of Eq.~4! for long-range
E3B drift collisions, but the amplitude given by Eq.~4! is
too small by a factor of 2.7, as was also seen in Fig. 8.

V. DISCUSSION

Measurements of the cross-field transport of test p
ticles in a quiescent steady-state pure ion plasma have g
quantitative diffusion coefficients over a range of 50 in te
perature, 40 in density, and 5 in magnetic field. The m
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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sured diffusion coefficients are about ten times greater t
predicted by classical collision theory, whereas the measu
velocity-scattering collision frequency agrees closely w
the prediction of Fokker-Planck theory.

An estimate of diffusion from long-rangeE3B drift col-
lisions is roughly a factor of three less than the measu
diffusion. We note that the collision integrals have be
evaluated only to lowest order in@ ln(v̄/Dv)#21 and
@ ln(lD /rc)#

21; thus the estimate forD ii
E3B may be inaccurate

by factors of 2 since the logarithms are in the range 2 to
Also, there is reason to believe that the integration alo
unperturbed orbits used to obtain Eq.~4! is inadequate, and
that an improved analysis of the orbit integrals would yield
larger diffusion coefficient. This analysis is in progress.

Long-range interactions may give substantially larg
enhancement to other transport coefficients, such as visco
or heat conduction. The bulk viscous transport of ions wo
presumably be governed by an equation such as

Gbulk~r ,t !5
c

eB

1

r 2
]

]r
r 2hr

]

]r

v tot~r ,t !
r

1Vr~r ,t !n~r ,t !.

Here, the fluxGbulk is driven by collisional viscosityh acting
on shears in the azimuthal fluid velocityv tot5(c/B)
3@Er(r )2¹(nT)/ne#. The radial convectionVr represents
non-viscous transport, and would be zero in steady st
Since viscosity scales ash'nmn i i r̄

2, the average ranger̄ of
the collisional interaction is crucial:r̄ } lD for E3B drift
collisions, whereasr̄ } r c for velocity-scattering collisions.
Thus, theory suggests9 thatGbulk } B22 for E3B drift colli-
sions, in contrast to the Boltzmann prediction8 of Gbulk

} B24. In the regime wherev̄/Lp@ f E3B , a 2D~i.e., bounce-
averaged! treatment of long-range collisions10 gives an effec-
tive collision frequencyn ii

eff } B1, resulting inGbulk} B21.
These strong scaling differences are why long-range

teractions give a rather subtle factor-of-10 enhancemen
the test particle diffusion of Eq.~4!, but give enhancement o
104–106 in bulk viscous transport. Experiments on pure ele
tron plasmas11 have shownGbulk } B21, consistent with 2D
long-range interactions. Indeed, the present ion experim

FIG. 10. Magnetic field scaling of the enhancement in measured diffus
coefficientD, scaled for comparison to theory. The dashed line shows
best fit to the data scaling asB21.9, and the solid line is the theory estimat
of Eq. ~4!.
1557Anderegg et al.
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are an attempt to quantify and further characterize this p
cess. For heat transport, less is known experimentally
theoretically about the effect of long-range drift collision
but we believe this will be a fruitful area of research.
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